Sanding and re-painting metal fences and gates

Procedure:

Rusty metal fences and gates in a splendid new look

Give rusty metal fences and gates a new shine: This can be done quickly and thoroughly with the delta sander from Bosch.

1. Clean the fence or gate and remove loose rust using a wire brush. Stubborn rust can be removed using your delta sander.
2. Now sand down the old paint. If you cannot get into every corner with the triangular sanding plate on the delta sander, replace it with the flat sanding finger.
3. The oval sanding finger is ideal for the inner surfaces of circular ornamentation. Otherwise, work with "White Paint" sanding sheets (first with grit of 40, then with grit of 60).
4. After sanding, first paint your metal fence or gate with anti-corrosive paint. The finishing coat is then applied.

Bosch does not accept any responsibility for the instructions stored here. Bosch would also like to point out that you follow these instructions at your own risk. For your own safety, please take all the necessary precautions.